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1.   A ChristiAn sAint writing
    Mughal IndIa, 1620-30

brush drawing with wash and some colour on paper, with pink
floral border, laid down in a blue album page with gold and white
rules, ink seal and short inscription on verso
41/8 by 21/8 in., 10.3 by 5.4 cm. drawing
125/8 by 83/8 in., 32 by 21.4 cm. folio 

a female saint or sybil is seated on a high-backed chair with solid
arms terminating in ram’s head finials. she is dipping a quill pen in a
pot of ink held by a female acolyte, who also holds up a large
volume for her to write in. both women wear long, high-waisted
gowns with drapes around their shoulders and have their loose hair
bound with plaited fillets. a cat lies by the sybil’s feet. behind is a
hilly landscape with trees and a temple.

european prints brought to the Mughal court provided a source of
inspiration to artists both for copying and for improvisation, as well
as for filleting technical ideas for their own work. keshav das and
basavan were the two artists most involved in reworking such
themes, keshav das specialising in christian themes and basavan in
allegorical ones. There are many similar types of drawing dating
from 1590–1630 in various collections, showing females who may be
saints or perhaps sybils based on classical prototypes. a woman
seated in a chair playing a zither is in harvard (Welch & Masteller,
no. 25), while a similar woman with this time an old man holding the
book is in the Musée guimet (okada, pp. 1-16, fig.10), attributed to
basavan. other examples are published by Vollmer, p.29, no.7.

insCriptions
The seal impression reads:
zanni husn billah
‘My thoughts are on god’s beauty’

The cursive note next to it reads:
khatt-i bisyar khub-i safid (?)
‘Very good white(?) calligraphy’, a reference to the nasta’liq seal
impression

provenAnCe
Private collection, holland

referenCes
okada, a., ‘basawan’ in Master Artists of the Imperial Mughal Court, ed. 
Pal, P., bombay, 1991
Vollmer, F.J., Angels and Madonnas in Islam: Mughal and other Oriental
Miniatures in the Vollmer Collection, Zurich, 2015
Welch, s.c., and Masteller, k., From Mind, Heart and Hand: Persian, Turkish
and Indian Drawings from the Stuart Cary Welch Collection, new haven, 2004 Detail, no. 2





2.  An eXCeptionALLY fine LeAf froM A sAfAvid or 
      MUghAL shAhnAMA MAnUsCript

      An iLLUMinAted LeAf froM firdAwsi’s 
    shAhnAMA
    safavId PersIa or Mughal IndIa, 1620-30

ink, opaque pigments and gold on paper, twenty-five lines of black
nasta’liq within clouds set against a gold ground, in four columns,
with elaborate illuminated borders
9½ by 4¾ in., 24 by 12.2 cm. calligraphy
141/8 by 8¼ in., 36 by 21.2 cm. folio

The leaf forms the left-hand side of the opening pages of a
manuscript of Firdawsi’s great epic poem, the Shahnamah, which
was completed in 1010 a.d.

iLLUMinAtion of borders
The illumination of the borders is at once striking for its extraordinary
quality and the sheer ingenuity and energy of its design. 

on a glowing ultramarine ground, pairs of adorsed saz leaves, each
composed of three sabre-like crescents, in two-coloured gold, are
being fiercely bitten into by a variety of brilliantly conceived animal
heads including scroll-headed dragons, rabbits or hares, foxes and
wolves. alternating with them are human faces, each with slender
eyes, rosebud lips and wisps of hair, set in a beaded pearl border with
gilt frame on a rosette ground fringed with projecting floral sprigs.  The
palette of ultramarine and gold is further enlivened with polychrome
embellishments in coral red, sage green, tan, mauve and blue.

Legend of the wAq-wAq tree
references to the tree bearing human fruit are found in arabic
literature as early as the tenth century. The border decoration here
bears direct reference to the text of the Shahnamah, where
iskandar (alexander the great) travels the world and finds the
ledgendary waq-waq tree, which grows human heads, who speak
only to predict his death. an il-khanid version, circa 1330, is in the
Freer gallery of art, Washington, and a Timurid depiction of
iskandar and the tree, circa 1425, is in the bodleian Library, oxford.
related zoomorphic border decoration appears on a fine
Shahnamah manuscript, Persia, 1425-50, in the gulbenkian Museum,
Lisbon and human faces in flowers appear in an illuminated
manuscript, Persia, 1564-5, in the Topkapi saray Library, istanbul. 

reLAted foLios
such elaborate border decorations reached their apogee in safavid
iran in the late sixteenth and early seventeenth centuries. a
particularly fine and relevant example is a manuscript of sa’di’s
Kulliyat in the british Library (io islamic 843), dated 1624-25, written
by a scribe from shiraz, with three double-page illuminated borders
with human heads enclosed by interlacing foliage. 

Three Persian manuscripts, illuminated with closely related human
faces, have been sold at sotheby’s in London:

(i)    Kuliyyat by ahli shirazi, shiraz, circa 1600, with a double page
of illumination with human heads amidst interlacing foliage,
now in a private collection in new york. The illumination here
has very close human heads but no animals. (29 april 1998,
lot 40)

(ii)   Shahnama manuscript, shiraz, circa 1575, elaborately
illuminated with cartouche borders punctuated with human
heads (22 october 1993, lot 155). 

(iii)  in a further if earlier variation, an illuminated manuscript of
kashifi’s Akhlaq-i Muhsini, herat, dated 1494-5, has an
opening shamsa encircled with eight human faces (23 april
1997, lot 86)

indiA
There is some evidence that such fantastic illuminations were
sometimes further embellished in the Mughal studio, as in some
pages from the Farhang-i Jahangiri which have floral scrolls sprouting
animal heads (Quintanilla, fig. 4.74). in an indian context, the ideas
found in our page find their fullest expression in a famous Mughal
album page, 1620-30, in the cleveland Museum, showing sprays of
leaves each sprouting an animal or bird’s head (ibid., fig. 4.75).

Provenance
Private collection, england
sotheby’s, London, 22 april 1999, lot 308
sir howard hodgkin (1932-2017), London, 1999-2017

references
british Library: sa’di’s Kulliyat, shiraz, 1624-5: https://tinyurl.com/y8fv4gcy
cleveland Museum of art: https://tinyurl.com/y75wpt6f
Quintanilla, s.r., Mughal Paintings: Art and Stories, 
cleveland, 2011





3.  A dervish kneeLing in A roCkY LAndsCApe
    Mughal IndIa, cIrca 1630

brush drawing with some colour on paper, within blue and gold
borders, laid down in an album page with a gold foliate lattice
pattern on buff ground
4¾ by 25/8 in., 12 by 6.8 cm. drawing
141/8 by 8¾ in., 36 by 22.2 cm. folio

a dervish, wearing a long gown under a long-sleeved coat with a fur
tippet and pink-plumed white turban, is kneeling on a rock by a
stream that is fed by a small waterfall gushing from the rocks
behind. The fur tippet does not look comfortable, it has a prickly
surface with long stiff hairs, rather like what seems to be the
dervish’s own thatch of hair protruding from under his turban,
although this perhaps might be some kind of head warmer, as most
of his head seems to be bald or shaved. his ascetic face with its
aquiline nose, partly open mouth and long straggly beard is
beautifully drawn, highly expressive of his inner concentration. his
neck is long and thin with a prominent adam’s apple. he seems an

actual ascetic intent on whatever enlightenment he seeks, as he
gazes with unfocussed eyes into the distance, musing on what he
has just read in the book that is held in his thin hands. 

This beautiful drawing resembles two other drawings but of hindu
ascetics, 1620-30, in the dara shikoh album in the british Library
(Falk & archer, nos. 68, ff. 11v-12; Losty & roy, p. 128). They possibly
all three come from a series of drawings of ascetics.

provenAnCe
Private collection, england

referenCes
Falk, T., and archer, M., Indian Miniatures in the India Office Library,
London, 1981
Losty, J.P., and roy, M., Mughal India: Art, Culture and Empire –
Manuscripts and Paintings in the British Library, London, 2012
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4.  A jhArokA portrAit of eMperor 
    jAhAngir
    Mughal IndIa, 1630-40

opaque pigments and gold on paper, mounted on a manuscript
page with oblique lines of nasta’liq in alternate panels of white and
gold, the whole mounted in an album page with gold-splashed
green borders, on the reverse a page of fine nasta’liq with gold-
splashed yellow borders
2½ by 1 ¾ in., 6.4 by 4.5 cm. painting
6 by 3 in., 15.2 by 7.8 cm. calligraphy
9 by 6 in., 22.9 by 15.1 cm. folio

Jharokha or window portraits emerged in Mughal portraiture in the
early seventeenth century as visual counterparts to the daily display
of the emperors’ person at the window of the palace to the people
below. The idea was extended by Jahangir (1569-1627) to the throne
platforms in the Divan-i ‘Amm at agra and Lahore, so that he would
appear set above and apart from the assembled nobles and
ministers below. The painted jharokha portraits are always bust
portraits, head and shoulders only, the format coming from
european portrait coins, medals and cameos introduced into the
Mughal court in akbar’s reign. To make the truncated portrait
acceptable in a court where naturalistic portraiture was still in its
infancy, Mughal artists introduced another european idea, the bust
portrait appearing above the carpeted parapet of a window. The
ideas and the iconography behind the images are explored in Losty,
pp. 52-64. For two contemporary jharoka portraits of Jahangir in the
cleveland Museum of art, see Quintanilla, pp. 213-6, no. 4.71 & 4.72.

Jahangir in this bust portrait is facing left, his hands crossed in front
of his chest, the left holding a pearl necklace, the right resting on
the parapet holding the handle of a large gold ruby-set sarpech with
plume of feathers. he wears his usual loose turban of gold and red
stuff with a pearl pendant in front, a pearl earring and pearl
necklaces, one of them of large pearls interspersed with differently
coloured stones: spinels, sapphires and emeralds, while another
holds a european cameo pendant. a gold nimbus radiating rays
surrounds his head against a dark ground.

The portrait reflects Jahangir’s appearance in the early 1620s, as he
appears in the boston durbar scene by Manohar (seyller, pp. 135-52,
fig. 14) with his greying moustache and wispy beard but still with
the curl terminating his sideburn, and definitely earlier than daulat’s
jharokha image of 1627 (beach, pp. 305-20, fig. 11). an original by
Manohar may be the basis of this portrait, which seems a decade or
two later than its subject. 

insCriptions
The panel of nasta’liq above Jahangir reads: kitab-i ruba’iyat ‘book
of Quatrains’. The surrounding text in the margins is from: yusuf va
Zulaykha of nur al-din ‘abd al-rahman Jami. on the reverses is a

page from: haft Paykar (seven beauties) section of the khamsah 
of nizami ganjavi (d. 1209).

provenAnCe
berthe erni-kofler (1914-2016), Lucerne, switzerland

referenCes
beach, M.c., ‘daulat’ in beach, M.c., Fischer, e., and goswamy, b.n., Masters
of Indian Painting, Zurich, 2011
Losty, J.P., ‘The carpet at the Window: a european Motif in the Mughal
Jharokha Portrait’ in Indian Painting: Themes, History and Interpretations:
Essays in Honour of B.N. Goswamy, ed. M. sharma and P. kaimal, ahmedabad,
2013
Quintanilla, s. r., Mughal Paintings: Art and Stories, cleveland, 2011
seyller, J., ‘Manohar’ in beach, M.c., Fischer, e., and goswamy, b.n., Masters
of Indian Painting, Zurich, 2011





features of the djinns suggest a date early in shah Jahan’s reign, as
do the marbled borders. a manuscript of this date in the british
Library of nau’i’s Sus u Guduz, a poem on the hindu widow who
burnt herself on her young husband’s funeral pyre despite akbar’s
attempt to dissuade her, is illustrated with three drawings in similar
style to ours. all the manuscript’s folios are bordered in the same
distinctively sombre marbled paper (Losty, no. 81), which here forms
part of the same folio as the drawing, and has not been added. For
marbling in india, see benson, pp. 157-169.

provenAnCe
Private collection, U.s.a.
christie’s, London, 12 october 1999, lot 103
h.h. sheikh saud bin Muhammad al-Thani (1966-2014)
sir howard hodgkin (1932-2017), London, gift from the above

referenCes
benson, J. “The art of abri: Marbled album Leaves, drawings and 
Paintings of the deccan” in n.n. haidar and M. sardar, Sultans of the 
Deccan India 1500-1700, new york, 2015
Losty, J.P., The Art of the Book in India, London, 1982
Wilkinson, J.V.s., The Lights of Canopus: the Anvar-i Suhaili, London, 1929

5.  soLoMon enthroned seeks the 
    CoUnseL of his sUbjeCts
    Mughal IndIa, 1630-40

ink on buff paper, an illuminated cartouche above, 
brown marbled borders
6 by 31/8 in., 15.2 by 7.9 cm. drawing, excluding illumination
9 by 5½ in., 23 by 14 cm. folio

solomon sits enthroned within an open domed pavilion surrounded
by his council of djinns with animals and a youth as representative
of humankind, while a flock of birds descend from above. he has
been offered the Water of immortality by a celestial messenger and
he was taking counsel with all creation as to whether he should
drink it. They all advised that he should, and he was minded to do so
when he realised the heron was absent from his advisers. on being
summoned, the heron asked whether the Water of immortality was
for him alone or for others also. When told that it was for solomon
alone, he advised that in that case he should reject it, for he would
have to live alone when all he loved should die before him. solomon
realised the wisdom of the heron’s words and sent back the Water
of immortality untasted.

The story is from book xii of husayn Va’iz al-kashifi’s Anvar-i Suhayli
and our drawing is a later copy of the painting in Jahangir’s own
manuscript of the text, begun in allahabad in 1604, finished in agra
in 1611-12 and now in the british Library (Wilkinson, pl. xxxV). The
corresponding painting in the manuscript is unattributed. 

The drawing is finely detailed, the tree and the details of costume
well observed. The depiction of the birds descending in flight is
beautifully rendered, some of whom are perched charmingly about
the dome of solomon’s throne. however, the somewhat heavy







6.  dervishes in A LAndsCApe
    Mughal, 1630-40

brush drawing in ink with some colour on paper, laid down in an
album page, 1650-60, decorated in gold and colour, the border with
animals and birds and signed kar-i Ustad Mansur
8 by 5 in., 20.2 by 12.5 cm. drawing
151/3 by 10in., 39 by 25.2 cm. folio

a group of long-haired and bearded hindu ascetics is sitting round a
circle under a fig tree in a rocky landscape. some ascetics attend
them while others go about their own business. Many of the
ascetics have writing boards while at the front large pots of bhang
are being handed round and consumed, others play music. in the
rocky background a diminutive group of women draw water from a
well which is fed by a stream issuing from an animal head in the
rocks, while beyond an ascetic reverences another sitting outside a
small temple. 

drawings are often embellished with more expression than finished
paintings, and here the artist’s confident line has each figure
carefully depicted, whether deep in conversation, playing with their
dogs, preparing bhang or playing musical instruments. groups of
ascetics were among the most favoured subjects for Mughal
drawings in the seventeenth century as they allowed the artist
considerable freedom in the depiction of the human body. This
freedom was eagerly explored by artists in the early seventeenth
century (see beach, no. 62; Falk & archer, nos. 25-27, 45-46; also
Losty & roy, figs. 68-70, 76). a related drawing of dervishes from the
gahlin collection was sold at sotheby’s, London, 6 october 2015, lot
13, there attributed to daulat.

The piled-up rocks in the background with little vignettes of activities
is found in early seventeenth century drawings of ascetics. examples
include one of a hindu ascetic, attributed to govardhan, 1620-30, in
the british Library, see Losty & roy, fig. 76, and three of circa 1605,
Falk & archer, nos. 25-27. here the artist has perfected careful
modelling of the human form, but the somewhat broad approach to
faces suggests a date in the second quarter of the century.

border deCorAtion
The border, with its spurious attribution to the great Mansur,
appears to date from a decade or two after the drawing. Various
birds and animals are depicted in gold and colours in between gold
flowering plants and shrubs. such figural borders derive ultimately
from those of Jahangir’s album pages in Tehran, berlin and
elsewhere, certainly the brightly coloured birds flying among gold
plants. The larger animals, birds and rocks seem to have been
drawn first and surrounded by a dark brown penumbra. only then
were the gold plants and arabesques brushed in, since they cover
the dark streaks. For other borders painted in a similar manner,
perhaps slightly earlier, see Losty, nos. 1h and 1J.

provenAnCe
ardeshir collection, bombay and London, sold sotheby’s, London,
10 July 1973, lot 30 
bernard oger, hôtel drôuot, Paris, 10 april 1974, lot 85
Françoise and claude bourelier, Paris, 1974-2014, sold art curial,
Paris, 4 november 2014, lot 256

referenCes
beach, M.c., The Grand Mogol, Williamstown, 1978
Falk, T., and archer, M., Indian Miniatures in the India Office Library, London,
1981
Losty, J.P., A Prince’s Eye: Imperial Mughal Paintings from a Princely Collection;
Art from the Indian Courts, Francesca galloway, London, 2013
Losty, J.P., and roy, M., Mughal India: Art, Culture and Empire – Manuscripts
and Paintings in the British Library, London, 2012
sotheby’s, Catalogue of Important Oriental Miniatures and a Mughal
Manuscript, London, 10 July 1973



7.  two doUbLe-sided foLios froM 
    An Unidentified jAin MAnUsCript 
    in sAnskrit
    Mewar, 1635-45

opaque pigments and ink on paper
6¼ by 103/8 in., 16 by 26.5 cm. each

The text of this manuscript has not so far been identified from the few
folios that have been published. it seems to concern the adventures of
a digambara Jain monk (normally shown naked but here depicted
wearing a loin cloth or drawers) and a nun and their encounters with a
prince and a merchant. The three illustrations on these two folios
depict a bird cage with two captive birds hanging from a tree in a
woodland glade, the monk abhayaruci and the nun abhayamati with
three stylised birds above, and the same monk and nun being
accosted by armed men. The monk and nun carry stylised water-pots
and little brooms with them to sweep away living creatures from
before their path, lest they step on them inadvertently. 

The manuscript was produced in Mewar, no doubt in Udaipur, in the
reign of rana Jagat singh i (r. 1628-52), who had begun the process
of restocking the royal library in the years of relative peace that
succeeded the formal submission of amar singh i to the Mughals in
1614. sahib din was the artist responsible for most of the illustrated
sets from the reign, but towards its end other artists were used,
while manuscripts such as this one and paintings were also
produced at a sub-court level. The Jain community produced most
of the known scribes of the royal manuscripts, such as Mahatma
hirananda, who wrote the text of Jagat singh’s great Ramayana
between 1649 and 1653. it betrays, as here, characteristic Jain
details such as the diamond-shaped gap in the centre of the text
filled with individual letters.

other leaves from this series are in the binney collection in the san
diego Museum (binney & archer, no. 4) and in the Los angeles
county Museum (Pal, no. 94). also see andhare, pp. 223-233 for a
discussion of Jain painting under the Mughals.

insCriptions
With nine lines of sanskrit text in nagari script on each side and with
the names of the monk and nun, abhayaruci and abhayamati,
inscribed on the paintings.

provenAnCe
doris Wiener, new york, 1980
Private collection, U.s.a., 1980-99
Private collection, england, 1999-2015

referenCes
andhare, s., “imperial Mughal Tolerance of Jainism and Jain Painting activity
in gujarat” in crill, r., stronge, s. and Topsfield, a., Arts of Mughal India:
Studies in Honour of Robert Skelton, London, 2004
binney, e., and archer, W.g., Rajput Miniatures from the Collection of Edwin
Binney, 3rd, Portland, 1968
Pal, P., The Peaceful Liberators: Jain Art from India, Los angeles, 1994





8.  the nAtivitY of Christ 
    deccan, 1640-60

brush drawing with wash and some colour heightened with gold on
paper; verso with a calligraphic folio in Persian, Timurid iran,
fifteenth century, in ink with blue and gold calligraphy, laid down in
a blue-bordered pink album page decorated with gilt foliage
8 by 53/8 in., 20.5 by 13.6 cm. drawing
5 by 25/8 in., 12.8 by 6.8 cm. calligraphy
113/8 by 67/8 in., 29 by 17.6 cm. folio

The infant Jesus lies on the ground, his whole body nimbate, being
adored by his mother kneeling beside him. oxen and sheep drink
from a pool in front of him and sheep lie peacefully alongside. Two
angels stand in adoration to the side while other angels hurtle
down from the sky carrying hand-bells – one angel plays a horn,
another holds a book, a third pours flames. above are winged
cherubs in the clouds and a crescent moon. behind Mary is a hut, a
tree and towering rocks. 

a number of similar print-inspired drawings of this subject, in ink,
some colour and gold, are known. Two almost identical drawings
are in the Johnson collection in the british Library (Falk & archer,
nos. 448, i-ii).  a third is in the chester beatty Library (arnold &
Wilkinson, pl. 82; Leach, no. 4.38). no european engraving appears
to be directly behind this subject, suggesting that this particular
iconography was put together in india. a kneeling Virgin Mary
adoring the new born christ child is found in several Mughal
paintings from around 1600. examples include a nativity scene, after
Wierix, in the Victoria and albert Museum, London, with static
angels in the sky (stronge, pl. 78) and also another in the bodleian
Library, oxford, (see Topsfield, no. 18). 

a Mughal version would seem to lie behind our composition,
judging by the towering rocks and the little shrine on the hill, such
as one in the binney collection in the san diego Museum (binney,
no. 65).  This seems to be from the early Jahangiri period, judging
by the naturalistic trees and the old fashioned piled-up rocks in the
landscape, which are echoed in the later versions.  it lacks the two
adoring angels, while the other angels hover statically in the sky
with only their heads and wings visible. 

our drawing, the british Library drawings and the dublin version are
obviously following the Mughal model but augmenting it, certainly
with the angels and also with what appear to be large numbers of
birds in the sky.  What marks these drawings out as deccani is the
highly stylized tree on the right, far removed from the naturalistic
tree of the binney version. For a closely related deccani version of
this subject in the Vollmer collection, (see Vollmer, p. 78, no.32).

insCriptions
above the painting is a verse from the rashahat-i ‘ayn al-hayat of
husayn Va’iz al-kashifi (d. 1504-5).  below the drawing is a line from
the Munajat of khwajah ‘abdullah ansari (d. 1088).  on the reverse
is a leaf from a manuscript of poems by nur al-din ‘abd al-rahman
(d. 1492).

provenAnCe
Professor rudolph gelpke (1928-72), switzerland

referenCes
arnold, T.W., and Wilkinson, J.V.s., The Library of A. Chester Beatty: 
a Catalogue of the Indian Miniatures, London, 1936
Falk, T., and archer, M., Indian Miniatures in the India Office Library, 
London, 1981
Leach, L.y., Mughal and Other Indian Paintings in the Chester Beatty Library,
London, 1995
stronge, s., Painting for the Mughal Emperor: the Art of the Book 1560-1660,
London, 2002
Topsfield, a., Paintings from Mughal India, oxford, 2008
Vollmer, F.-J., Angels and Madonnas in Islam: Mughal and Other Miniatures in
the Vollmer Collection, Zurich, 2015







9.  A MAster And his pUpiL
    AttribUted to MUhAMMAd qAsiM 
    Isfahan, PersIa, cIrca 1650

drawing in ink with some colour on paper, laid down in an album
page with gilt animals and birds amidst foliage on a green ground,
gold rules and blue border, two panels of appliqué nasta’liq above
47/8 by 31/8 in., 12.5 by 8 cm. drawing excluding calligraphy
11¾ by 81/8 in., 29.7 by 20.7 cm. folio

The bearded master stands on the right wearing a long blue-lined
coat with turban and voluminous scarf, leaning on a staff, offering
instruction to the boy who crouches at his feet, reading from a
volume to which he points perhaps to query the text. The boy
wears a long tunic enveloping his rounded body, closed with
frogging, and a domed hat, his long scarf fallen to his hips. The
scene is set in a rocky landscape with windswept trees and blue sky
with scudding clouds above.

MUhAMMAd qAsiM
considered a slightly younger follower of the great riza-yi ‘abbasi,
Mumammad Qasim (d. 1659) was a leading artist at the court of
shah ‘abbas ii (r. 1642-66). he is thought to have been active in
Mashhad and isfahan in the first half of the century. he was known
as something of a specialist in portraits of fashionable youths, one
of his best known being Standing youth holding a poem, circa 1650,
in the collection of Prince sadruddin aga khan, (see canby 1998, p.
79, no. 52). hallmarks of his style include the pronounced roundness
of the youths’ faces, stippling of the ground, billowing clouds and a
restrained palette often with touches of red. 

reLAted works bY the Artist
Perhaps the artist’s most famous work is that in the Louvre, Paris,
Shah ‘Abbas and a pageboy, signed and dated a. h. 1036 / 1627 a.d., a
point when his style is said to have matured, (see canby 2009, pp.
250-51, no. 123).

a coloured ink drawing, Chastisement of a Pupil, signed by the artist
and dated a.h. 1014 / 1605-06 a.d., is in the Metropolitan Museum
of art, new york, (see ekhtiar, soucek, canby & haidar, pp. 226-7,
no. 153). a contemporary drawing of a man seated in a landscape
holding an album, signed by the artist, is in the british Museum and
has similarities of costume and line, (see canby 1993, p. 106, no.70).

insCriptions
The nasta’liq panels contain a verse from the bustan of sa’di.

provenAnCe
sotheby’s, London, 8 July 1980, lot 222
spink & son, London, 1980s
Private collection, amsterdam, 1980s-2018

referenCes
canby, s., Persian Painting, London, 1993
canby, s., Princes, Poets and Paladins: Islamic and Indian paintings from the
collection of Prince and Princess Sadruddin Aga Khan, London, 1998
canby, s., Shah ‘Abbas: the Remaking of Iran, London, 2009
ekhtiar, M., soucek, P., canby, c. & haidar, n., Masterpieces from the
Department of Islamic Art in The Metropolitan Museum of Art, new york, 2011



10. iLLUstrAtion to A dispersed 
     rAsikApriYA series:
     krishnA seCretLY observes rAdhA 
     AsCribed to rUknUddin
     BIkaner, cIrca 1690

opaque pigments and gold on paper, the yellow-edged red border
with white double rules
8 by 53/8 in., 20.5 by 13.7 cm. painting
101/8 by 7½ in., 25.8 by 19 cm. folio

radha is seated on a purple-upholstered gilt high-backed throne
supported by a large bolster, receiving from her maid a circular mirror
in which her face is reflected. she has adorned herself with pearl
jewellery and is fingering a pearl hanging from a locket. she wears a
rust red sari and green choli with a diaphanous odhni draped from the
hair down over the body. Partially hidden by dense trees, the tall
blue-skinned krishna stands behind her, unseen, wearing a gold
crown and holding his flute.  The scene is set in a landscape with lush
trees bisected by a forked river, with a white hindu temple and
palace in the background under a golden sky with blazing sun.

There is no text accompanying this important series, but the
identification of this painting seems clear enough. in the fourth
chapter of the rasikapriya, on how lovers meet, in verse 6 the
nayika has adorned herself with pearls and made herself beautiful
making ready for krishna. she examines herself in a mirror,
unsuspecting that krishna is spying on her from his hiding place
(dehejia, p. 174; bahadur, p. 62).

rUknUddin And the bikAner rAsikApriYA series
ruknuddin (active circa 1650-97), became master of the bikaner
studio during the reign of Maharaja anup singh (1638-98). although
his work is widely scattered and difficult to assess as a whole, he can
nevertheless be considered as “probably the most accomplished …
and undoubtedly the greatest of the local Utsa painters” (see
Mcinerney, p. 98). according to goetz, p. 111, this Rasikapriya series
consists of one hundred and eighty-seven paintings and was begun
by ruknuddin at the time of the siege of golconda in 1687. it was
continued by his pupils including nuruddin until the death of anup
singh in 1698, when there was a hiatus before being resumed in 1712
and more or less completed. 

other foLios froM this MAnUsCript
Two paintings by ruknuddin are in the kronos collection, new york
and a private collection in germany (see Mcinerney, p. 96, no. 23 and
Losty 2016, p. 10, no. 4). Paintings by nuruddin are in the Metropolitan
Museum (1981.371.1) and the former khajanchi collection,
(khandalavala & chandra, no. 72) as well as in goetz, no. 93 and gray,
fig. 174.  For a fifth folio dated 1687 a.d. and formerly in the seitz
collection, with border matching ours, see Losty 2014, p.30, no. 14. 

For a discussion of the different workshops in bikaner in the late
seventeenth century, see krishna, pp. 23-27.

insCriptions
Verso inscribed with a single line of nagari across the top reading: 
a° 55 kam ruknadi ro samvat 1751 [1694] vaki? .. ‘no. 55 work of
ruknuddin samvat 1751’ [a. d.1694], from the 1694 inventory.
stamped in violet ink on the verso with the bikaner royal inventory
number: 5989, 14 May 1963. inscribed in black ink: b.r. no.4

provenAnCe
royal collection, bikaner, 1960s
Private collection, London
christie’s, London, 4 october 2012, lot 39
Private collection, europe, 2012-18

pUbLished
h. goetz, The Art and Architecture of Bikaner State, oxford, 1950, 
p. 171, no. 78

referenCes
bahadur, k.P., trans., The Rasikapriya of Keshavadasa, new delhi, 1972
dehejia, h.V., Rasikapriya: Ritikavya of Keshavdas in Ateliers of Love, new delhi,
2013
goetz, h., The Art and Architecture of Bikaner state, oxford, 1950
gray, b., The Arts of India, oxford, 1981
khandalavala, k., chandra, M., and chandra, P., Miniature Painting: a Catalogue
of the Exhibition of the Sri Motichand Khajanchi Collection, new delhi, 1960
krishna, n., ‘The Umarani Usta Master-Painters of bikaner and their genealogy’
in Court Painting in Rajasthan, ed. a. Topsfield, bombay, 2000, pp. 57-64
Losty, J.P., Indian and Persian Painting 1590-1840, new york, oliver Forge and
brendan Lynch Ltd., London, 2014
Losty, J.P., Indian Paintings from the Heil Collection, new york, oliver Forge and
brendan Lynch Ltd., London, 2016
Mcinerney, T., et al., Divine Pleasures: Paintings from India’s Rajput Courts, the
Kronos Collection, new york, 2016





11. foUr doUbLe-sided foLios froM A 
    rAMAYAnA series
    PaharI, 1690-1710

opaque pigments on paper
107/8 by 4¼ in., 27.7 by 10.7 cm. approximately each

The subjects of these highly stylised but vigorous drawings from a
Ramayana series are (in the order of the text):

xV     The young rama escaping from his mother and 
          family priest
xVi    rama and his brothers practise their hunting skills
xViii rice grains are poured over rama’s and sita’s hands, 
          part of the marriage ceremony
xVii   rama anoints sita’s brow with sindur (vermilion), 
          part of the marriage ceremony
xiii    rama and Lakshmana shoot at the demon 
          danukabandha, whose head was in his belly
xiV    rama and Laskhmana comfort the dying Jatayu
xix    rama prays on the shores of the ocean
xx     Two demons are attacked by the monkeys while 
          Lakshmana looks on

Fifty leaves from this manuscript originally appeared at sotheby’s in
1983, when they were catalogued as “Pahari, perhaps chamba, c.
1730”, supported by a reference to archer, p. 54, pl. 12. a Pahari
origin is confirmed by the inscriptions in takri script, but
identification of the precise style remains elusive. Men and women
are elongated and slender with small heads and sloping profiles.
The sombre colours may indicate simply a lack of resources for
more expensive brighter colours rather than a deliberate stylistic
choice. details such as the tall three-pronged crowns with a back

projection worn by the princes may eventually prove helpful in
determining a provenance. The length of the male jama to just
below the knee would suggest a date in the late seventeenth
century.

The folios are certainly painted in a sub-court style, though too
refined to be considered folk paintings. The form of the pages - very
wide in relation to their height - would seem a throwback to earlier
manuscript formats from the sultanate period.

others from the same series have been sold at auction:
sotheby’s, London, 17th october 1983, lot 63 9 (fifty folios);
christie’s, London, 29 april 2005, lot 597 (fifty folios); sotheby’s,
new york, 22 March 2007, lot 148 (twelve folios); christie’s, London,
8 april 2011, lot 386 (nine folios). 

insCriptions
With abbreviated inscriptions of book title and subject in takri
script, with later additions of numerals and book title in nagari

provenAnCe
gunther heil (1938-2014), berlin

referenCes
archer, W.g., Indian Paintings from the Punjab Hills, London, new
york, delhi, 1973







12. portrAit of MirzA nAsir
    deccan, golconda, 1690-1700

opaque watercolour on paper 
9¾ by 4¾ in., 24.7 by 12.2 cm. painting
12¼ by 57/8 in., 31.7 by 15 cm. folio 

The subject of our portrait is a striking courtier dressed in a pale
yellow jama with a repeated red flower motif worn over rose
paijama and a Persian-style turban worn to the side over his shaved
head. he carries two roses in his dangling left hand and a staff of
office in his right. his richly embroidered cummerbund has a katar
stuck through it and an angavastra of similar material is wrapped
over his shoulder and round his torso in the deccani manner. green
ground is sketched in below his feet and stray white clouds at the
top of the blue sky behind him. 

Two very similar images occur in late seventeenth century golconda
albums in the british Museum, (see Titley, nos. 26 & 29). of these
the sloane portrait is almost identical but a little earlier and is
inscribed: Mirza Nasir. A Minister to ye King of Golconda. such albums
of notables from the deccani and Mughal worlds were a speciality
of golconda artists, catering for dutch and english merchants from
their respective companies, both before and after the fall of
golconda in 1687. The dutch albums in the rijksmuseum, especially
the pre-1687 Witsen album, are discussed in scheurleer, pp. 167-254.

insCriptions
To right of subject in nasta’liq: Mirza Nasir

provenAnCe
aaron Vecht and Maria Vecht-stodel, amsterdam, 1930s
a. Vecht, amsterdam, 1936 – 62
Private collection, holland

referenCes
scheurleer, P. L., ‘het Witsenalbum: Zeventiende - eeuwse indiase
portretten op bestelling’ in Bulletin van het Rijksmuseum, vol. 44,
amsterdam, 1996 
Titley, n. M., Miniatures from Persian Manuscripts: a Catalogue and Subject
Index of Paintings from Persia, India and Turkey in the British Library and
British Museum, London, 1977



13.  iLLUstrAtion to A rAgAMALA:
     rAgA AgAdA
     By a BIlasPur artIst, 1690-1700

opaque watercolour with gold on paper
73/8 by 45/8 in., 18.8 by 11.9 cm. painting
81/8 by 6 in., 21.7 by 15.3 cm. folio

The painting is folio 41 from a now dispersed album of paintings
from the Mandi royal collection, which included a large Pahari
Ragamala as well as a Dashavatara set. 

Mesakarna’s verse describes the iconography of raga agada as a man
talking continuously in the company of a friend and compares the
music to the sound of a rat. our artist instead prefers to show a
woman in a pavilion being ardently addressed by a man standing
outside. he is a hunter equipped with bow and arrows and seems with
his hands to be showing her the size of the one that got away. she
seems to be demurring, suggesting it is not quite as big as he claims.

pAhAri rAgAMALAs
Ragamalas are sets of paintings that illustrate the descriptive verses
that have become attached to the main musical modes of indian
music, conceived in the plains as consisting of six main ragas each
with five raginis or wives. in the ragamala sets in the Pahari tradition
from the hills we find instead a small number of eighty-four (or
more) piece sets based on the system of Mesakarna, that in
addition to the six main ragas and their five wives gives each main
raga eight or more sons. Mesakarna first gives each raga a
personality and then describes the music in terms of the sounds of
nature or of everyday household activities. Pahari artists
established their own iconographies for Mesakarna’s verses based
on both of his interpretations as well as word play on the names of
the ragas themselves (ebeling, p. 64).

the biLAspUr rAgAMALA
The artists of this brilliant series are to a considerable extent still
influenced by Mughal painting in the attempt, as here, to render an
octagonal pavilion in three dimensions and in the strongly modelled
and attractive features of the two protagonists. There is considerable
influence also of deccani painting, evident in the striking but cool
palette of lilac, mauve and turquoise, contrasting with blue, yellow
and sage green. The compositional ingenuity and strong element of
fantasy in the series are noteworthy. The series was on its first
appearance in 2005 placed in bilaspur in the early eighteenth century.
a chamba, 1690-1700, provenance was argued for it by glynn in 2011
(pp. 34-35, nos. 7-9) and accepted by Mcinerney in 2016 (nos. 45-48).
however, it was returned to bilaspur, 1690-1700, by Losty in 2017 (pp.
227-37, nos. 60-62), on the grounds chiefly of its compositional style
and similarity to other ragamalas from bilaspur.

other foLios froM this MAnUsCript
The series is now widely dispersed in private and public collections,
after more than twenty folios appeared on the market in 2005-07,
see galloway & kwiatkowski, pp.54-69 and sotheby’s. Paintings
from this manuscript can be found in public collections including
two in the Metropolitan Museum of art and in private collections
including kronos (Mcinerney, pp. 142-9, nos. 45-48), seitz (Losty,
pp. 186-7, no.48 & 228-33, nos. 60-62) and formerly Moscatelli
(glynn, skelton & dallapiccola, pp.52-57, nos. 7-9).  The majority
bear purple ink stamps and inventory numbers that have been
identified as being those of the Mandi royal collection. 

insCriptions
inscribed on the verso in takri and nagari: 
Raga Agada Shri Rage da putra
‘raga agada, son of shri raga’

and above in takri: 
5 // raga Agada //9 // shri
‘the 5th raga shri, the 9th son’ and with Mandi inventory numbers

provenAnCe
royal collection, Mandi, inventory number on verso
Private collection, germany, 1960s-2018

referenCes
ebeling, k., Ragamala Painting, basel, 1973
galloway, F. and kwiatkowski, W., Indian Miniatures from the Archer and other
private collections, London, 2005 (nine folios)
glynn, c., skelton, r., and dallapiccola, a., Ragamala Paintings from India from
the Claudio Moscatelli Collection, London, 2011
Losty, J.P., A Mystical Realm of Love: Pahari Paintings from the Eva and Konrad
Seitz Collection, London, 2017
Mcinerney, T., et al., Divine Pleasures: Paintings from India’s Rajput Courts, the
Kronos Collection, new york, 2016
sotheby’s, Indian and Southeast Asian Art, new york, 29 March 2006, lots 164-
172 (nine folios)
sotheby’s, Indian Art including Miniatures and Modern Paintings, new york, 22
March 2007, lots 152-55 (four folios)





14. A shepherd CArrYing A LAMb
     deccan, late seventeenth century

brush drawing with wash and some colour and gold on
paper, blue border with gold rules, verso with a
calligraphic page of four oblique lines of black nasta’liq in
white clouds on gold, with corner spandrels, laid down in
a buff album page
4½ by 3¾ in., 11.8 by 8.5 cm. drawing
63/8 by 35/8 in., 16.2 by 9.2 cm. calligraphy
153/8 by 95/8 in., 39 by 24.5 cm. folio

a very obese man, so fat his belly overhangs most of his
cummerbund, is carrying a lamb of a fat-tailed sheep
variety, with its mother standing alongside. he is wearing
a jama with an angavastra over his shoulders, voluminous
paijama drawn in round his ankles, and a red pointed cap
with a brocade cloth wound round it. a pouch hangs
from his belt. he has an intense face with a pointed nose,
a black beard and moustache, and stares out into space. 

The subject is a popular one in seventeenth century
india. There are two versions in the Johnson collection in
the british Library, one Mughal, circa 1630, the other
deccani, circa 1640-60 (Falk & archer, nos. 59 and 447,
for the latter see smith, pl. cxV). 

our version seems based on a model such as the
Johnson deccani version, where the wide paijama are
caught into the tops of boots. The subject was
traditionally thought of as a representative of the good
shepherd in christian iconography.

insCriptions
The verses on the back are lines from
a muqatta’ah (fragmentary verse) of hafiz

provenAnCe
sir robert dent (1895-1983)
Maggs bros., London, 1973
Private collection, england, 1973-2017

pUbLished
Oriental Miniatures and Illumination, Maggs bros.,
bulletin no. 21, London, 1973, p.134, no. 201

referenCes
Falk, T., and archer, M., Indian Miniatures in the India Office
Library, London, 1981
smith, V.a., A History of Fine Art in India and Ceylon, oxford, 1911



15.  A prinCess dressed in 
     eUropeAn CostUMe
     deccan, late seventeenth century

Wash, opaque pigments and gold on paper, black border
8¼ by 5½ in., 21 by 14 cm.

The princess is seated on a gilt throne with scalloped back
and openwork sides, supported by a large bolster. she is
wearing a long gown with a dupatta wound around her
and rich jewels – pearl necklaces and earrings, a gold
collar, armbands and bracelets encrusted with pearls, and
a girdle round her waist with pearls and coloured stones in
rosettes. on her head is what is meant to be a european
hat with more pearls wound round its peak and a black
feather plume. her loose wavy black hair flows down over
her shoulders. she holds up a gold cup in her right hand
while her left holds a blue and white chinese flask. her
gaze is fixed on her cup in a somewhat melancholy
manner. The artist seems fascinated by the technique of
modelling to suggest light and shade: this is achieved with
stippling in the face and hands, and with short parallel
stripes in the remarkably regular folds of the gown.

although objects of curiosity in seventeenth century india,
europeans were portrayed factually at the beginning of
the century (Jackson & Jaffer, fig.15.2) but by the end of it
seem to have become objects of faint ridicule. They are
often depicted, both men and women, with cups and
bottles, suggesting their fondness for hard liquor, and also
with dogs (Falk & archer, nos. 441, 464), usually regarded
as unclean by indians. Their costumes too – they must
have appeared absurdly overdressed for the indian climate
– were made to seem faintly ridiculous (Jackson & Jaffer,
fig.15.1). The subject would appear to be indian wearing a
version of european costume, with cup and bottle
necessary accoutrements. a variation of this drawing, with
the same lady seated on the same throne, was sold at
christie’s, London, 12 october 1999, lot 117. similar
drawings often show the reverse, a european lady dressed
in indian costume (Falk & archer, no. 478).

provenAnCe
Private collection, Paris

referenCes
Falk, T., and archer, M., Indian Miniatures in the India Office Library,
London, 1981
Jackson, a., and Jaffer, a., Encounters: the Meeting of Europe and
Asia 1500-1800, London, 2004



16.  A snAke ChArMer
      deccan, 1700-30

opaque pigments with gold on paper, orange border with white rules
10¼ by 65/8 in., 26 by 16.8 cm. painting
11¾ by 8¼ in., 30 by 21 cm. folio

a dark-skinned young man strikes a typical snake-charmers pose
with flexed knees and intense gaze, playing a gourd-topped
trumpet, while five scroll-bodied snakes emerge from a rocky
landscape. The man is dressed in a short white dhoti, gilt-edged
orange over-garment and a red brocade plumed hat. he wears gold
bangles and finger-rings, a crescent jewel on his forehead. The scene
is set in a hilly landscape with trees with bunched leaves typical of
the deccan, birds in the trees and sky, in the foreground a finely
painted silver pond with four cranes and pink and blue lotuses. For
other eighteenth century paintings with distinctive deccani palette
and similar trees see kramrisch, pp. 38-42, nos. 33-37.

insCriptions
The number thirty-one on the upper left corner, indicating it was
one of a series, see following item

provenAnCe
Private collection, england, 1973-2018

referenCes
kramrisch, s., Painted Delight: Indian Paintings from Philadelphia
Collections, Philadelphia, 1986



17.  A rAMpAging eLephAnt AttACking 
     A horse And rider
     deccan, 1700-30

opaque pigments with gold on paper, orange border with 
white rules
10¼ by 6½ in., 26 by 16.5 cm. painting
115/8 by 77/8 in., 29.4 by 19.3 cm. folio

Under a tree with typically deccani bunched leaves a horse is
pinned to the ground by the elephant’s trunk, its rider pulled to
safety by one of eleven men encircling the scene and running amok.
Four try to restrain the beast with fireworks, two are in a tree and
another is on horseback. set in a hilly landscape with birds in trees
and sky, a finely painted silver pond with four cranes and pink and
blue lotuses occupies the foreground.

insCriptions
The number three on the upper left corner, indicating it was one of
a series, see previous item

provenAnCe
Private collection, england, 1973-2018



18.  foLio froM A rAgAMALA series:
      bhrAMArAnAndA rAgA, son of 
      MALkos rAgA
       BIlasPur, 1730-40

opaque pigments and gold on paper, red border
8½ by 47/8 in., 21.5 by 12.5 cm. miniature
67/8 by 10½ in., 17.7 by 26.7 cm. folio

in this delicate yet evocative painting, a young man is dancing,
swaying to the rhythm of the accompanying tambourine held by his
female companion, one foot on the ground, the other raised, his
arms extended, his head inclined to the side with four bees buzzing
round it. Wearing striped drawers, brocade patka and vivid orange
cloak, his piled-up hair is enclosed in a snood. The woman is clad in a
red skirt, blue bodice and green dupatta and sways slightly to the
rhythm of the tambourine she is tapping. a delicately depicted tree
and shrubs with pink blossoms rise behind. a sage green ground is
underneath the pair, while a pale blue sky behind is turning to white
at the top.

pAhAri rAgAMALAs
ragamalas are sets of paintings that illustrate the descriptive verses
that have become attached to the main musical modes of indian
music, conceived in the plains as consisting of six main ragas each
with five raginis or wives. in the ragamala sets of the Pahari
tradition from the hills we find instead a small number of eighty-
four-piece (or more) sets, based on the system of Meshakarna, that
in addition to the six main ragas and their five wives gives each main
raga eight or more sons.  Meshakarna first gives each raga a
personality and then describes the music in terms of the sounds of
nature or of everyday household activities. Pahari artists
established their own iconographies for Meshakarna’s verses based
on both of his interpretations as well as word play on the names of
the ragas themselves (ebeling, p. 64). 

Meshakarna’s verse describes the iconography of raga
bhramarananda (‘beloved of bees’) as a man with a crown and a
garland in a colourful garment enjoying himself in a forest and
compares the music to the sound of flying bees.  our artist shows
the colourful garments and trees and has bees circling round the
man’s head.

The series was thought by archer to be of some significance for the
development of bilaspur painting, as a bridge between an earlier and
a later style, and to be ‘notable for the use of cleanly modelled forms,
suave precise design and sharply phrased faces’ (vol. 1, p. 237).

insCriptions
on the verso in takri: 
Malakoshe de putra Bhramaranande patra 12
and in nagari: 
Malakosha da putra Bhramarananda chheya 6 patra 12 
‘bhramarananda 6th son of Malkosh, leaf 12’

provenAnCe
galerie Marco Polo, Paris, before 1980
Private collection, Paris, 1980s-2015

referenCes
archer, W.g., Indian Paintings from the Punjab Hills, London, new
york, delhi, 1973
ebeling, k., Ragamala Painting, basel, 1973





19.  foLio froM A rAgAMALA series:
      MArU rAgini
      sIgned By faqIrallah
      Mughal style at awadh, 1760-70

opaque pigments and gold on paper, an empty gold cartouche
above, laid down in an ivory album page with gold floral interlace
and margin, the latter with green rules
53/8 by 2¾ in., 13.6 by 7 cm. painting 
10¾ by 7 in., 27.4 by 17.8 cm. folio

The iconography of Maru ragini often shows a camel with a loving
couple mounted on it or beside it (e.g. ebeling, pl. c. 52), derived
from the popular story of dhola and Maru, but it also can be, as
here, simply a loving couple (ibid., fig. 135). here a prince is leading
his mistress towards a bed in a pavilion on a terrace: her gestures
suggest she is as eager as he. The prince is clad in a semi-
transparent jama over salmon paijama, a brocade turban and a
brocade coat with a fur tippet. she wears a pink skirt and orange
bodice with a transparent odhani. 

the fAqirALLAh – fAth ChAnd rAgAMALA
The painting comes from a collaborative ragamala set comprising
thirty-six paintings, painted with another Mughal artist Fath chand
(see note to following item, no.20). The series, which was dispersed
at auction in 1960,  is distinguished by its album pages with gilt
decoration on ivory ground, a blank cartouche above each painting,
and the fact that each painting is signed and annotated with the
name of the raga. Two other examples were sold at christie’s,
London, 10 July 1975, lots 29 & 30.

both artists had earlier collaborated on a ragamala done at delhi,
1750-60, which is still fully in a Mughal style (Falk & archer, no. 201,
by Fath chand; binney, no. 84, by Faqirallah; also Maggs bulletin,
1965, pls. xxiii-xxV, nos. 5, 21 & 29). This later cooperative venture
would seem to have been painted after both artists had left delhi
and moved to the awadh court at Faizabad / Lucknow, since its
style has definite characteristics of the awadhi style with broader
heads and more faces in three-quarter viewpoint. 

While the composition showing a terrace scene with pavilion to the
side and trees behind had been invented in the Mughal studio, it
became one of the standard motifs of painting in awadh for the
next half-century.

the Artist
Faqirallah, or to give him his full name Muhammad Faqirallah khan,
is an artist known from the later reign of Muhammad shah, when
he painted in a cool and austere style works such as A lady visiting a
Shaiva shrine at night in the british Library (Falk & archer, no. 180).
he subtly altered his style in awadh to fit in with the prevailing
mores of more generalised scenes, as here, but then altered it once
more in his larger pictures with elongated females with long thin
faces, as in a signed painting in the chester beatty Library (Leach,
no. 6.320). This latter style was imitated by his followers and taken
to the bangash court at Farrukhabad.

insCriptions
on the painting in nasta’liq: ‘amal-i Faqirallah, and on the border
below marva

provenAnCe
spink & son, London, 1982
kevin and rose kelly, dublin; sold adams, dublin, 
21 June 2011, lot 346
With Peter blohm, 2011-12
claudio Moscatelli, London, 2012-17

referenCes
binney, e., Indian Miniature Painting from the Collection of Edwin Binney, 3rd:
the Mughal and Deccani Schools, Portland, 1973
ebeling, k., Ragamala Painting, basel, 1973
Falk, T., and archer, M., Indian Miniatures in the India Office Library, 
London, 1981
Leach, L.y., Mughal and Other Indian Paintings in the Chester Beatty Library,
London, 1995
Oriental Miniatures and Illumination, Maggs bros., bulletin no.8, London, 1965





20.  iLLUstrAtion froM A rAgAMALA series:
       hindoLA rAgA
       sIgned By fath chand
       Mughal style at awadh, 1760-70

opaque pigments and gold on paper, an empty gold cartouche
above, laid down in an ivory album page with gold floral interlace
and margin, the latter with green rules
5¼ by 3 in., 13.3 by 7.6 cm. painting
11 by 7 in., 28 by 17.9 cm. folio

hindola raga’s iconography always involves its eponymous swing, but
even in Mughal ragamalas the lord occupying the swing is often
krishna. here he sits wearing an orange dhoti and a brocade dupatta,
bejewelled and beflowered, wearing a crown with a peacock finial, a
golden aureole round his head. he is in a dream world as his hand
grasp the two front ropes of his swing, while his attendant gopis, all
in skirts, bodices and odhanis, either grasp the others ropes to help
the swing along or play and sing. The scene is set on a terrace at night
with dark trees beyond and swirling traces of clouds.

the fAqirALLAh – fAth ChAnd rAgAMALA
The painting comes from a collaborative ragamala set comprising
thirty-six paintings, painted with another Mughal artist Faqirallah,
(see note to previous item no.19). 

the Artist
Fath chand is thought to have painted nineteen of the thirty-six
paintings from this ragamala. For three other paintings from this
album, see Merkel & gude, p. 242, no. 19 (Todi ragini, Los angeles
county Museum); Victoria & albert Museum, London (is.42-1996);
and brightwells, herefordshire, 22 March 2017, lot 878 (gajari
ragini).

insCriptions
inscribed on the painting in nasta’liq: ‘amal-i Fath Chand, and on the
border below hindol

provenAnCe
spink & son, London, 1982
kevin and rose kelly, dublin; sold adams, dublin, 
21 June 2011, lot 345
With Peter blohm, 2011-12
claudio Moscatelli, London, 2012-17

referenCes
binney, e., Indian Miniature Painting from the Collection of Edwin Binney, 3rd:
the Mughal and Deccani Schools, Portland, 1973
Falk, T., and archer, M., Indian Miniatures in the India Office Library, 
London, 1981
Markel, s., and gude, T.b., India’s Fabled City: The Art of Courtly Lucknow,
new york, 2010







21. portrAit of sAwAi MAdho singh 
     of jAipUr
     JaIPur, 1770-90

opaque watercolour with gold and silver on paper, yellow ground
floral border, laid down in a pale pink album page with black and
white rules
85/8 by 5¼ in., 22 by 13.3 cm. painting
12¾ by 85/8 in., 32.5 by 22 cm. folio

raja Madho singh of Jaipur (b. 1727, r. 1751-1768) is seated on a silver
throne with its legs and arms formed of lions forming literally a
simhasana or lion-throne, the traditional seat of indian kings. his
immensely large figure is clothed in a red jama with a brocade cloud-
collar and he rests one of his arms on a cushion which is clutched to
his body. his turban is of tie-dyed red cloth and covered with jewelled
ornaments including a miniature peacock and a sarpech, while
necklaces of pearls and emerald beads hang round his neck. Two
small silver attendants holding raised vessels stand in front of the
throne. apart from his impressive bulk, Madhi singh is instantly
recognisable through his large square head and curled moustaches.

This is a slightly later version of a portrait, circa 1760, of a similarly
enthroned Madho singh attributed to the artist ramji of Jaipur,
once in the Mewar royal collections and now in the national gallery
of Victoria, Melbourne (Topsfield, no. 28). The same portrait
actually signed by ramji was formerly in the collection of kumar
sangram singh of nawalgarh. Madho singh was the son of a
sisodiya princess married to sawai Jai singh ii as a younger wife,
but with accession rights for the son demanded by her father the
Mewar rana amar singh ii. The enthronement of Madho singh’s
elder half-brother ishvari singh in 1743 was a cause of considerable
friction between Jaipur and Udaipur, with Madho singh in exile in
Udaipur, and remained unresolved until ishvari singh’s apparent
suicide in 1750 when Madho singh ascended the throne.

insCriptions
in nasta’liq on the cover sheet: 
Raja Madho Singh Ambarwala 
‘Madho singh of amber’ (the old capital of the state) 

provenAnCe
aaron Vecht and Maria Vecht-stodel, amsterdam, 1930s-60s
J. Vecht, amsterdam, and by descent

eXhibited
Museum het Prinsenhof, delft, 1967

pUbLished
bolten, d., Asiatische Miniaturen, Museum het Prinsenhof, delft,
1967, no. 127 (unillustrated)

referenCes
Topsfield, a., Paintings from Rajasthan in the National Gallery of
Victoria, Melbourne, 1980



22. A prinCe Arrives At A sUMptUoUs 
     pALACe terrACe At night to visit 
     A prinCess 
      school of MIr kalan khan
      avadh, lucknow or faIzaBad, cIrca 1770

opaque pigments and gold on paper
81/8 by 5¾ in., 20.8 by 14.8 cm. painting
81/8 by 61/8 in., 21.7 by 15.5 cm. folio

a princess reclines languidly on a bed of gold surrounded by a
retinue of fifteen attendants outside a palace pavilion on a terrace
lit only by candles and fireworks in the night sky. at lower left an
expectant prince, led by two further female attendants, gazes
towards the princess dazzled by her beauty and the splendour of
the scene. The princess’s couch is set on a green-bordered orange
carpet with gold flowers, she holds the snake of a gem-set huqqa
and her maids serve her wine in a diminutive blue-and-white cup, a
table opposite is laden with other refreshments including paan and
fruit. she wears a jewelled diadem, ropes of pearls and a thickly
pleated green skirt over tight gold pyjamas decorated with
repeating pink flowers. The attendants are similarly dressed and
hold morchals, a fan, a tray of fruit and sword and shield. The
bejewelled prince is attired in white and gold garments including a
shawl, a pleated jama, gold shoes and a gem-set turban. The
contrast between the brilliantly lit terrace and the dark landscape
with its lake and boats and lighting effects from the candles burning
on the terrace and fireworks is particularly striking.

The overall composition, large heads and slightly yellow faces
reflect the work of the late Mughal artist Mir kalan khan in avadh in
the 1760s. For a survey of this important artist’s work see
Mcinerney, pp. 607-22, and for his work within the context of
avadhi painting in general see roy, pp. 165-86.

insCriptions
inscribed on the back in ink in an eighteenth century hand:
“Female apartments into which no male, but a favoured Lover is
ever admitted”

provenAnCe
acquired in Paris, 2014
Private collection, europe, 2014-18

referenCes
Markel, s., and gude, T.b., India’s Fabled City: The Art of Courtly
Lucknow, new york, 2010
Mcinerney, T., ‘Mir kalan khan’, in beach, M.c., Fischer, e., and
goswamy, b.n., Masters of Indian Painting, Zurich, 2011
roy, M., ‘origins of the late Mughal Painting Tradition in awadh’ in
Markel and gude, 2010





23. iLLUstrAtion to A rAgAMALA series:
     bhAirAvi rAgini
     hyderaBad, cIrca 1775

opaque pigments and gold on paper, laid down in a buff album
page with gold rules
8 by 51/8 in., 21.5 by 13 cm. painting
11¾ by 73/8 in., 29.8 by 18.8 cm. folio

in the iconography of bhairavi ragini, a lady kneels in devotion
before a shrine to siva. here a domed structure with four chattris at
the corners of its vestibule does duty as a temple, with a sivalingam
in the vestibule, and a sacred peepul tree alongside. The lady beats
clappers together to attract the god’s attention, while beside her
are the accoutrements of worship: fruit and flowers including a
coconut, garlands, water and a lighted lamp. a bull forming a water-
spout lies alongside the temple in place of the nandi image. The
worshipper is dressed in a brocade skirt, yellow bodice and semi-
transparent red odhani while her companion kneeling behind her is
swathed in a green cloak. The temple is placed on an island in a
lotus lake with a white palace on the far shore. The scene is set at
night, giving a rather ghostly appearance to the pigments.

deCCAni pAinting Under nizAM ‘ALi
nizam ‘ali of hyderabad (r. 1762-1802) was a patron of music, poetry
and painting and during his reign various exquisite ragamala sets
were produced, many of them of court quality, exemplified by the
Ragamala now in the british Library acquired by richard Johnson
when resident to the nizam’s court from 1784-85 (Falk & archer,
no. 426). it and the several other sets of court quality, in the
chatrapati shivaji Museum in bombay, the salar Jung Museum in
hyderabad and elsewhere (ebeling, nos. 69-73, now joined by
seyller & seitz, nos. 47-52 and references), seem to belong to the
early part of the nizam’s reign in the 1760s. They all display a keen
interest in composition in depth, while architectural vistas in
western type perspective borrowed from topographical prints are
key components of the style. 

These concerns remained central in the hyderabad style for the rest
of the century, as can be seen in our painting, which follows in
general the iconography of the bhairavi ragini in the Johnson
ragamala (Losty, fig. 68; Falk & archer, p. 514, no. 426, xxxvi). The
female form grows less attenuated and more robust in these later
versions with broader faces and slightly upcurving eyes. another
bhairavi ragini formerly in the Moscatelli collection (glynn, skelton
& dallapiccola, no. 19), perhaps intermediate between the sets of
the 1760s and ours, has our composition but in mirror reverse, with
an ambitious end-on view of the temple.  

provenAnCe
Private collection, sussex, 1950s-60s

referenCes
ebeling, k., Ragamala Painting, basel, 1973
Falk, T., and archer, M., Indian Miniatures in the India Office Library, London,
1981
glynn, c., skelton, r., and dallapiccola, a., Ragamala Paintings from India
from the Claudio Moscatelli Collection, London, 2011
Losty, J.P., Indian Book Painting, London, 1986
seyller, J., and seitz, k., Mughal and Deccani Paintings, Zurich, 2010



24. the festivAL of hoLi
      lucknow, cIrca 1800

opaque pigments and gold on paper
11¾ by 85/8 in., 30.2 by 21.9 cm. painting
14 by 107/8 in., 35.7 by 27.6 cm. folio

a riotous celebration of the spring festival of holi is
taking place on a palace terrace with a prince and his
mistress at the centre of the action. Flanking them on
either side of a pool of orange water are almost fifty
court ladies, variously spraying syringes of coloured
water, throwing coloured powder and playing musical
instruments. The prince wears floral paijamas, and a
long jama already entirely coloured saffron, with
garlands of jasmine and a turban. his mistress stares
lovingly into his eyes whilst clasping a syringe.

The work is transitional in style between the more
formally arranged crowd scenes of traditional avadh
painting (e.g. a holi celebration from the 1760s, see
Losty & roy, fig. 129) and the more frenzied
arrangements ushered in after Johan Zoffany’s visit to
Lucknow 1784-85. his Colonel Mordaunt’s Cockfight was
much copied by Lucknow artists from the print version.
it influenced such scenes as a holi festival in the british
Library (archer, pl. 53), 1800-10, as well as the bevies of
Lucknow women boating, circa 1820, formerly in the
Welch collection (Welch, no. 42; sotheby’s, London, 31
May 2011, lot 112). 

insCriptions
ownership inscription of one kashichand …[?] on the
verso

provenAnCe
christies,  London, 1 october 2012, lot 104
Private collection, europe, 2012-18

referenCes
archer, M., Company Drawings in the India Office Library,
London, 1972
Losty, J.P., and roy, M., Mughal India: Art, Culture and Empire –
Manuscripts and Paintings in the British Library, London, 2012
Welch, s.c., Room for Wonder: Indian painting during the British
Period, new york, 1978



25.  An iLLUstrAtion froM the sUndAr 
      srinAgAr of sUndAr dAs:
          the nAYikA who shows her 
      AnnoYAnCe to her Lover
       By a guler artIst, 1780-85

opaque watercolour with gold on paper, dark blue border
14.6 by 23.5 cm., 5¾ by 9¼ in. painting
19.3 by 28.2 cm., 75/8 by 111/8 in. folio

radha and krishna stand within a pavilion in confrontation, she with
one hand outstretched, the other upraised in censure, staring at
him boldly, while he stands before her looking slightly sheepish
with hands together in a placatory gesture of anjalli mudra.

Sundar Sringar is a poetic text in hindi dealing with the moods of love
and the classification of literary heroes and heroines or nayaka-nayika
bheda, covering much the same ground as the earlier Rasikapriya of
keshav das and the sanskrit Rasamanjari of bhanudatta. it was written
by the poet sundar das (d. 1689), who describes himself in the
introduction to this work as having been given the titles kaviraya
(‘prince among poets’) and then mahakaviraya (‘poet laureate’) by the
Mughal emperor shah Jahan. These titles must have been awarded
early in his reign since sundar das completed the text in 1631.

the gULer sUnder srinAgAr series
This small landscape format series of paintings has only
comparatively recently emerged into public view. it seems
contemporary with or possibly slightly later than three of the other
masterly poetic series from the sons of nainsukh and Manaku,
bihari’s Satsai, a Ragamala and a Baramasa, circa 1780-85, making
use of the same female type. The compositions are always
beautifully balanced, showing that the artist has thought seriously
about conveying in a horizontal format a subject from the poetics
repertoire normally at this time handled in an upright one such as
the three just referred to. The artists of this series of Sundar Sringar
are consistently inventive. They apply the concepts of the
Gitagovinda of 1765-70, where krishna and radha work through the
various stages of their passion over a series of ravishing landscapes,
to a more urban and architectural format.

other foLios froM this MAnUsCript
This was one of twenty-one paintings from this important dispersed
series that first appeared at sotheby’s, new york, in 2005-08.
contemporary with the great gita govinda of 1780, the quality of
the sunder srinagar paintings is consistent and superb, particularly
in its precise and detailed treatment of the figures, as so elegantly
illustrated in this example. others from the series are in private and
public collections, including The Dhira or Steadfast Heroine: Krishna
and Radha in a pavilion in the ashmolean Museum, oxford, see
Losty 2012, no.14. For two in the seitz collection, see Losty 2017, pp.
290-95, nos. 81-82. 

insCriptions
inscribed on the reverse in hindi in nagari script with a verse from
the Sundar Shringar of kavi sundar das headed atha bana ko mana
varnana (‘now the description of the arrogance of …’), numbered
45. With Mandi royal inventory numbers on the cover sheet.

provenAnCe
royal collection, Mandi
Private collection, germany, 1960s
sotheby’s, new york, 29 March 2006, lot 150
Private collection, europe, 2010-18



referenCes
Losty, J.P., Indian Painting 1600-1870, exhibition catalogue, new york, oliver
Forge & brendan Lynch Ltd., London, 2012
Losty, J.P., A Mystical Realm of Love: Pahari Paintings from the Eva and Konrad
Seitz Collection, Francesca galloway, London, 2017

sotheby’s, Indian & Southeast Asian Art, new york: Twenty-one sunder
srinagar leaves sold: 
1 april 2005, lots 110-113; 20 september 2005, lots 106-09; 29 March 2006, lots
149-152; 19 september 2006, lots 1-5; 19 september 2008, lots 201-204





26. sivA And pArvAti on MoUnt kAiLAsA
      guler, cIrca 1790 

opaque watercolour with gold on paper
105/8 by 7¾ in., 27 by 19.6 cm.

siva dressed only in a pink wrap round his loins, and with a snake
and rudraksha round his torso, sits on a knoll beneath a tree cross-
legged and in abstraction, his hands resting on his fakir’s crutch.
beside him sits Parvati looking at him devotedly and holding a
delicate glass cup up to her husband. she wears a red skirt and a
lilac shawl wrapped around her. a mountain rears up behind the
two figures with a stream falling steeply down the hillside. The bull
nandi is warming itself before a little fire in front of them, while
Parvati’s lion (here a tiger) is partly hidden by the top of the knoll.

The painting has many of the characteristics of the two mid-century
guler ‘holy family on kailasa’ paintings, in the Victoria & albert
Museum, London, and the former archer collection (archer, 
pp. 102-4, nos. 16 and 25), the second of which (goswamy, p.228),
considers to be by nainsukh, with the V&a version a family
member’s copy. Though not in the same pose, our siva has that
same appearance, here meditating rather than engaged in sewing.
our Parvati on the other hand is more akin to the females
attributed to nainsukh’s brother Manaku (such as goswamy, 
no. c. 115). The use of a tiger also instead of a lion for Parvati’s
mount is of significance for a later date – devi’s lion in the original
guler Devimahatmyas, circa 1780, is changed to a tiger in some later
versions, as in a kangra version, circa 1810 (Losty, no.12). our
painting is possibly by a descendant of the brothers paying tribute
to his artistic heritage.  Parvati’s skirt is the one bright spot of
colour in an otherwise subdued and elegant composition.

insCriptions
on the verso a cursive ink inscription with the number 34; ‘a.Viii’ in
blue crayon; and stamped: ‘(sd.) d. J. Tata.’ in purple ink.

provenAnCe
sir dorab J. Tata (1879-1932), bombay
Private collection, geneva, 1960s-70s
christie’s, London, 8 april 2011, lot 388

referenCes
archer, W.g., Indian Paintings from the Punjab Hills, London, new york 
and delhi, 1973
goswamy, b.n., Nainsukh of Guler, Zurich, 1997
goswamy, b.n, Manaku of Guler, Zurich, 2017
Losty, J.P., A Picture Book of the Devi Mahatmya, London, 2016





27.  two foLios froM A MUsiCAL 
     MAnUsCript of the rAgA dArshAn 
     of AnUp, CoMMissioned bY MAhArAj 
     rAjA rAo rAMbhA jAiwAnt nibALkAr
      hyderaBad, dated a.h. 1214 / 1799-1800 a.d.

opaque pigments and gold and silver on paper, red borders
113/8 by 7¾ in., 29 by 19.7 cm. miniature
14¼ by 10¼ in., 36.4 by 26 cm. folio

the MAnUsCript
six pages from this manuscript are in a London private collection
and of five others in the Metropolitan Museum, new york, one
contains the colophon reading “presented to Maharaj raja rao
rambha nimbalkar dated Zilhijja 1214” [1799-1800]. The awadhi
hindi text is on musical themes and includes ragamala verses. a
prologue places the whole text in a shia context with a eulogy,
name by name, to the twelve immaculate shi’ite imams. The Tuzuke-
i Asafia of Tajalli ali shah, a chronicle of the main events in the life of
nizam ali khan asaf Jah ii (1762-1803), illustrated in seventy-eight
miniatures and dated a.h. 1206 / 1792 a.d., is in the national
Museum, new delhi.  The style of painting bears many similarities to
these folios, see nayeem, pl.1-78.

raja rao rambha was a Maratha general of the nimbalkar family
who actually fought for the second nizam of hyderabad, Mir ‘ali
khan (1761-1803), taking an active part in the battle of kharda
against the Marathas. he was a courageous man, famous for his
brave deeds, and received many honours. There are also references
to his hostility to the british in regani, pp. 196-200.  

foLio 1: rAo rAMbhA wAtChes ChAndArA bibi dAnCe
rao rambha depicted in his palace watching the dancing of the
courtesan Mah Liqa bai, known as chandra bibi, the most famous
dancer and singer in hyderabad, who was also a famous poetess. her
skirts fly out around her as she twirls in the dance. rao rambha sits in
the decorated audience hall of his palace, while the dancer and her
musicians perform on the terrace outside. in front is a garden with
two parterres of flowers and cypresses separated by a water channel
with a fountain. This is a good representation of a hyderabad palace
with its formal double-storied entertaining area. The high viewpoint
allows us to see over its roof to an inner courtyard, no doubt the
female quarters, with a similar entertaining area but only single-
storeyed. on the reverse are nineteen lines of text. 

foLio 2: rAo rAMbhA reCeives A gUest At his pALACe
The second folio shows rao rambha in the grounds of his palace
talking to a visitor. Two tame tigers wait alongside. between them
and the entrance gateway is a rose garden laid out formally into
eighteen separate beds divided by paths. Musicians play in an
enclosure by the front wall and sepoys and cannon stand about
waiting. another visitor seems to have arrived on horseback. The

grounds seem to be laid out with separate pavilions each with their
own terrace facing the rose garden. The sepoys, though in british
style uniforms of red jackets, breeches, boots and hats with a
cockade, would have been part of hyderabad’s own forces. on the
reverse are sixteen lines of text enclosing a drawing of a tambura.

insCriptions
With nineteen and sixteen lines of text respectively, in awadhi
hindi, on the reverse.

provenAnCe
christie’s, London, 19 october 1993, lot 11 (manuscript, unsold)
Private collection, London, 1993-2015

referenCes
For the five folios in the Metropolitan Museum of art, see:
https://tinyurl.com/yc67u8j5
nayeem, M.a., Miniature Paintings of Nizam Ali Khan Asaf Jah II and Others,
hyderabad, 2014
regani, s., Nizam-British Relations, hyderabad, 1963
Zebrowski, M., Deccani Painting, London and Los angeles, 1983



28. ArdhAnArishvArA And devotees in An
     eLAborAte LAndsCApe with eLephAnts
      BundI, cIrca 1800

opaque pigments and gold on paper, laid down in a gold-sprinkled
green-edged ivory album page with gold meander border
8½ by 61/8 in., 21.8 by 15.5 cm., painting
15½ by 107/8 in., 39.7 by 27.5 cm. folio

in this beautifully organised painting, the ardhanarishvara form of
siva (half-siva, half-devi) is seated in meditation on a mountain top.
The siva half is blue and wears a tiger skin cloth round his waist,
with snakes and a rudraksha round his neck, and is seated on a tiger
skin. The devi half is light in colour and wears a skirt and bodice
with an odhani and is seated on a lotus podium. The two lower
hands are joined together in a gesture, the upper hand of siva holds
the drum and a quoit, while the upper hand of devi holds her odhani
away from her face. siva’s bull sits in front of the divinity and a
winged deer seems to be the devi’s vehicle and is seated to the
side. The tree under which the haloed divinity sits is similarly divided
into two different trees associated with each of the halves.

below the mountain is a lotus pond in which elephants are sporting
while crocodiles lie on its shore, peaceably together. in an open
glade below the mountain an acrobatic troupe is performing: a boy
with drum balances on the tip of a sword held in the mouth of a
bare-chested man, accompanied by shehnai and drums. above the
trees that screen the glade’s far side the divine sage narada shows
the gods brahma and Vishnu what is going on. Vishnu’s vehicle
garuda is half screened by the trees and brahma’s hamsas fly
overhead silhouetted against the brilliant red and gold sky as the
sun sinks below the horizon.

The point of the painting cannot be determined at the moment
unless as an expression of artistic joie de vivre, bringing together
various themes in bundi painting, secular and religious, Vaishnava and
shaiva. For a bundi Gajendramoksha painting in similar style formerly
in the bickford collection, see archer, bundi p. 30. 

insCriptions
Two cursive takri inscriptions on the verso, each a word followed by
a number, suggesting they may either be inventory numbers, or
that this is one of a series of paintings

provenAnCe
aaron Vecht and Maria Vecht-stodel, amsterdam, 1930s
J. Vecht, amsterdam, and by descent

eXhibited
Museum het Prinsenhof, delft, 1967

pUbLished
bolten, d., Asiatische Miniaturen, Museum het Prinsenhof, delft,
1967, no. 129, pl.48

referenCes
archer, W.g., Indian Painting in Bundi and Kotah, London, 1959







29. foLio froM An ALbUM of botAniCAL 
      iLLUstrAtions:
      sprig of the frAngipAni (ChAMpA) shrUb
       calcutta, cIrca 1800

Watercolour heightened with gum arabic on Whatman paper with a
fleur de lis watermark
20½ by 14¾ in., 52 by 37.5 cm.

This striking watercolour depicts flowers from an indian tree,
Plumeria Obtusa, commonly known as champa, or Frangipani in the
west. These flowers are popular due to their fragrance
and ornamental beauty.  The plant’s deep green leaves are glossy
and corrugated and it has small, silky flowers that are white and
yellow. an aura of mystery and romance is associated with these
flowers, as they are at their most fragrant at night, when moths
pollinate them. They yield no nectar, yet their fragrance is
irresistible and hence local folklore associates these trees with
djinns and demons. They are also known as a symbol of immortality
because of their seemingly magical ability to produce flowers and
leaves even when uprooted. 

in the indian subcontinent, the champa tree is commonly found at
temples and graveyards, planted so that its fresh flowers cover the
ground or tombs beneath as they fall. The flowers are used
widely for a variety of purposes from funerals in bengal to
weddings in southern india. Their heady scent has also made them
key ingredients in indian perfumes and incense.

Two watercolours from the same album as ours have recently been
acquired by the Metropolitan Museum of art, new york (2017.385
& 362).

CoMpAnY sChooL botAniCAL pAinting in bengAL
at the end of the eighteenth century, bengal artists were
patronised by the british chiefly for ‘history paintings’ of festivals,
for topographical drawings of indian monuments and their own
houses, for indian types and especially for natural history drawings,
as documented by the late Mildred archer. Lady impey (1749-1818)
famously employed three Murshidabad artists, shaykh Zain al-din,
bhawani das and ram das, who all got to calcutta by way of Patna,
to prepare several hundred drawings of the birds, flora and fauna in
her gardens in calcutta between 1774 and 1782. despite the foreign

influences from european scientific drawings and chinese
decorative paintings, these are still late Mughal paintings, notable
among other things for their beautiful placements on the page. 

The impey artists’ technique was transmitted to various calcutta
artists who by 1795 were painting the thousands of specimens
collected at the company’s botanical gardens at shibpur, as well as,
from 1805, the animals and birds in the barrackpore Menagerie
series (archer, pp. 20-23). For a shibpur watercolour of a white
lotus, in the Fogg art Museum, see Welch, pp. 50-51, no. 14.

other sets of drawings of botanical specimens at the shibpur
botanic gardens were sent to London and are now at the royal
botanic gardens at kew. Further versions of these drawings were
sent to the Marquess Wellesley, governor-general 1798-1805, and
are now in the british Library (ibid., pp. 6-8, 91-98); yet others were
given to interested botanists. other individuals whether company
officials in their private capacity or visitors such as Lord Valentia
also commissioned such drawings. as with the impey folios, these
drawings are often, as here, heightened with gum arabic to impart
the gloss sheen of leaves found in nature. 

insCriptions
inscribed below:
Pentandria Monogynia; Plumieria Obtusat, of Linnaeus; Golacheen

provenAnCe
Private collection, Mayfair, London, 1980s-90s

referenCes
archer, M., Natural History Drawings in the India Office Library, London, 1962
Welch, s.c., Room for Wonder: Indian Painting during the British Period 1760-
1880, new york, 1978



30. iLLUstrAtion froM A bhAgAvAtA 
       pUrAnA series:
      AbdUCtion of rUkMini froM the teMpLe
       kangra, cIrca 1820

opaque pigments and gold on paper, pink borders, on the verso an
ink sketch of an elephant
77/8 by 113/8 in., 20 by 29 cm. painting 
13½ by 101/8 in., 34.2 by 25.6 cm. folio

There is consternation amongst a group of ladies worshipping at a
shrine, as krishna arrives in a carriage drawn by two white horses
and abducts rukmini, saving her from an unwanted marriage to
shishupala, his army waiting in the distance.

This is one of the most frequently illustrated of the episodes in a
Rukmini-harana or abduction of rukmini series. The Princess
rukmini has prayed to krishna, whom she has seen and loved in a
dream, to save her from this marriage and he arrives at the temple
where she has gone to pray. here she is shown twice, first bowing
down to her saviour and then springing into his arms in the chariot.
The lovers are followed by rukmini’s angry brother rukma, who is
defeated by krishna in battle but saved from death on his sister’s
pleadings, and rukmini is carried off to krishna’s kingdom of
dwarka where she became his chief wife.

The painting is based on the series attributed to nainsukh’s son
nikka, circa 1790, who was based at the court of chamba under raj
singh. The series is now in the bhuri singh Museum in chamba
(ohri, pp. 98-114, nos. 11-13). charbas and drawings of the series
were obviously circulating among artists in the Punjab hills.

insCriptions 
“s.s.b. no. 130” inscribed on the reverse in ink in a nineteenth
century hand

provenAnCe
alice boner (1889-1981), Zurich
boner family, by descent, sold koller auctions, Zurich, 8 May 2013,
lot 429
Private collection, europe, 2013-18

referenCes
ohri, V.c., ‘nikka and ranjha at the court of raja raj singh of chamba’, in
ohri, V.c., and craven, r., ed., Painters of the Pahari Schools, bombay, 1998





31.  portrAit of tipU sULtAn
      Mysore, 1820-30

opaque pigments and gold on paper with red border
135/8 by 9½ in., 34.8 by 24.2 cm. painting
15¾ by 11¾ in., 40 by 30 cm. folio

Tipu sultan, ruler of Mysore (r. 1782-99), is seated on a european-
style chair and looking to the left. he is dressed in a tight-fitting red
garment covered with his characteristic tiger stripes and white
paijama decorated with a blue flower motif. a red and gold sash is
round his waist and he holds a sword in his left hand. his right hand
is raised with his fingers positioned in what seems to be a
significant hand gesture. he wears a flat orange turban with a
jewelled ornament, a large green stone on his chest and a brocade
sword-belt that passes over the right shoulder. behind him two
attendants wave chowries, each wearing strikingly patterned jamas
and paijamas. The ground is green and the background plain blue.

tipU sULtAn ‘tiger of MYsore’
Tipu sultan (1750-99) was a ruthless and talented ruler of the
kingdom of Mysore, which he established as a military and
economic power. he ruled his state from a lavish court based at
seringapatam. accomplished militarily he conspired with the French
to destroy british power in south india until he was finally killed in
the Fourth anglo-Mysore War. 

apart from his distinctive physiognomy and plumed turban, the
serrated leaves that decorate his jama betray his identity as these
‘tiger-stripes’ were ubiquitous at the court of Tipu. Tigers, their
heads or stripes, can be found decorating everything from the
remaining parts of his gold throne, to his cannon, swords,
elephant-trappings, see archer, rowell and skelton, pp.65, no.33,
68, 88, 117, 213. in a copy of a mural from Tipu’s daria daulat
Palace, seringapatam, he appears riding an elephant, wearing a
tiger-stripe jama and striped turban similar to those seen in our
portrait, see buddle 1990, p. 47.

This is a later local variant of the ubiquitous half-length portraits of
Tipu based on the small oil in the india office collections from the
1790s and the equivalent company-style portrait in the Victoria &
albert Museum, London. For the british Library and Victoria &
albert Museum portraits of Tipu, see buddle 1999, pp.26-7, nos. 27
& 29.  here the  style has veered away from the semi-naturalistic
style of those paintings and become more conceptual with flatter
bodies and more attention paid to patterns. The eye has reverted to
the large oval pointed at both ends with floating pupils found in the
manuscripts commissioned by raja krishnaraja Wodeyar iii (r. 1799-
1831), such as his dispersed devi Mahatmya (see crill, pp. 156-71).

provenAnCe
Private collection, england

insCriptions
on the verso in Tamil with a name, perhaps of an owner of the
painting: Vengkidaki

referenCes
archer, M. rowell, c. and skelton, r., Treasures from India: The Clive
Collection at Powis Castle, London, 1987
archer, M., Company Paintings: Indian Paintings of the British Period,
London, 1992
buddle, a., Tigers round the Throne: the Court of Tipu Sultan (1750-1799),
London, 1990
buddle, a. with P. rohatgi and i. gordon brown, The Tiger and the Thistle:
Tipu Sultan and the Scots in India 1760-1800, edinburgh, 1999
crill, r., ‘aspects of south indian Manuscript Paintings’ in a. dallapiccola,
ed., Indian Painting: the Lesser Known Traditions, new delhi, 2011





32.  iLLUstrAtion to A rUkMini-hArAnA 
      series:
      krishnA reLeAses rUkMA At 
      bALArAMA’s reqUest
       kangra, cIrca 1820

opaque pigments with gold on paper, the pink border 
with black inner band
75/8 by 11¼ in., 19.5 by 28.8 cm. painting
101/8 by 13¾ in., 25.7 by 35 cm. folio

krishna has rescued rukmani from an unwanted marriage to
shishupala and escaped with her, but is chased and challenged by her
brother rukma. having defeated rukma, krishna has his charioteer
bind his arms behind his back and hand him over to his brother
balarama, who pleads for his life on the grounds that the prince had
suffered enough. krishna is shown in his chariot with rukmani beside
him, while balarama with his characteristic plough over his shoulder,
has just arrived on his elephant. The charioteer forces rukma, whose
princely crown falls from his head, to bow before balarama. The
scene is set on a green hillside crowned by trees.

The composition is virtually the same as in a page now in the
chamba Museum from the earlier Rukmani-harana series done for
raja raj singh of chamba 1780-90, and attributed to nainsukh’s son
nikka. For the earlier page, where the scene is set against the
brilliant red ground of a mystical event, see ohri, pp. 98-114, fig. 12.

insCriptions
on the verso with two lines of gurmukhi script numbered 54 and
200. The cover sheet is numbered 18 in hindi, in nagari script, with a
devotional caupai and a doha explaining the painting and how
balarama saves his brother from sinning.

provenAnCe
Mrs F.c. smith, sold sotheby’s, London, 1 February 1960, lot 45
Pearl king (1918-2015), London, sold bonhams, London, 21 april
2015, lot 188
Private collection, norfolk, 2015-18

referenCes
ohri, V.c., ‘nikka and ranjha at the court of raja raj singh of chamba’, in
ohri, V.c., and craven, r., ed., Painters of the Pahari Schools, bombay, 1998







33.  rAdhA And krishnA distrACted 
     froM A gAMe of pAChesi in A 
     pALACe pAviLion
      MandI, cIrca 1820

opaque pigments with gold on paper, laid down in a buff and grey-
bordered album page with gold-splashed decoration
9¾ by 65/8 in., 24.7 by 17 cm. painting
15¼ by 113/8 in., 38.7 by 29 cm. folio

on a palace terrace two ladies whisper in conversation, whilst in a
pavilion krishna embraces radha, having been distracted from a
game of pachesi. krishna’s skin is dark blue and he wears his
distinctive plumed crown and a yellow dhoti and shawl. radha is
enveloped in a blue fully pleated dress and a rust-coloured odhni,
each decorated with repeating flower-heads. a maid similarly
dressed sits to the right below her, and in the foreground of the
carpeted pavilion are the pachesi board and a small table with an
open paan box. The pavilion itself has lotus decorated columns and
cornices, with architectural niches behind. it is set in a palace
landscape with a garden pavilion with conical roof and other
typically Pahari palace buildings. 

Mandi painting has changed dramatically from its rather rough-
hewn eighteenth century manifestation after raja ishvari sen’s
release from his kangra captivity in 1805, since he brought back
with him the guler-trained artist sajnu (archer 1973, Mandi, 
nos. 43-46). Poetic texts and krishna themes were illustrated 
for the first time. For other similar work of this school see ibid.,
Mandi nos. 47-55; and archer 1976, no. 62.

provenAnCe
Pearl king (1918-2015), sold bonhams, London, 21 april 2015, lot 195

referenCes
archer, W.g., Indian Paintings from the Punjab Hills, London, new
york and delhi, 1973
archer, W.g., Visions of Courtly India, new york and London, 1976



34.  A prinCe drAws his reLUCtAnt 
     Mistress into A pALACe ChAMber 
     At night
      kangra, cIrca 1820

opaque pigments and gold on paper
81/8 by 6¼ in., 21.7 by 15.8 cm. painting
9¼ by 67/8 in., 23.5 by 17.6 cm. folio

on the arcaded terrace of a palace at night, a bare-chested prince
sits on a footed bed with navy coverlet and cushions, set on a green
floral carpet, and holds the outstretched hand of a shy maiden who
seeks to flee. The prince wears gem-set jewellery, a brocade dhoti
and shawl and tie-died turban with sarpech. his mistress is dressed
in gold jewellery and an enveloping transparent orange skirt and
shawl over green paijamas. behind them are arched recesses, one
with a lighted lamp, and to the left two maids cower behind a half-
open door gossiping azbout what is going on. below at a window to
the left of the door, the two maids appear again, and obviously the
bedchamber is still the subject of their conversation. above is a dark
starry sky.

in this atmospheric night painting, an intimate scene is about to
unfold, its careful layout filled with precise observations. The silver
bed is painted with bouquets of flowers and its legs are carefully
placed on round red mats. beside it is a gilt domed jar and a
spittoon. The architectural niches each terminate in a cusped arch,
the wall partially hidden by a projecting red blind. each has hennaed
feet and hands, almond eye and faces shaded to show its
modulations. The diminutive pearls and gems of their jewellery are
painted with great finesse. The fleeing girl’s consternation is
admirably caught by the way her hands try to pull her odhani
overhead, but one end is wrapped securely round her arm and
cannot be moved. For a comparable scene, see archer, p. 277, no. 51.

provenAnCe
Private collection, hamburg, 1980s

referenCes
archer, W.g., Indian Paintings from the Punjab Hills, London, new
york and delhi, 1973





35.  MAtsYA the fish AvAtAr of vishnU 
      Confronts the devi As she trAMpLes 
      sivA in A CreMAtion groUnd 
      kangra, cIrca 1820

opaque pigments and gold on paper, Tantric diagram in red 
on the verso
75/8 by 95/8 in., 19.2 by 24.5 cm. painting
11 by 9 in., 28 by 22.8 cm. folio

against a dramatic saffron sky, the first avatar of Vishnu, Matsya,
emerges from turbulent waters bearing his traditional attributes, the
cakra, conch, lotus and mace.  Facing him the three-eyed devi, black-
bodied, entwined with snakes and also four armed, brandishes a sword
and a severed male head, wearing a gold crown, a skirt of severed
human hands, a necklace of skulls and piercing her ear-lobe a miniature
human body. she stands in a gilt-flamed funeral pyre surrounded by
boulders treading on a white male body, in fact the body of shiva,
identifiable by his third eye and is drum. in the surrounding landscape
are further traces of the charnel ground: animals and a vulture
devouring human body-parts and bones on the right and to the left a
desolate tree with a carrion crown poised and ready. 

The goddess’ figure here resembles two other fierce
representations, those of Ugratara and bhadrakali. Ugratara is the
goddess of the cremation grounds and treads on the burning
corpse of siva, but should wear a tiger skin skirt and carry scissors,
lotus and bowl of blood in addition to her sword (dehejia, no. 16). in
that, a mid-eighteenth century guler painting, the flames under the
corpse surrounded by stones are as here. The famous Tantric devi
series of paintings from basohli, 1660-70, has the fearsome four
armed bhadrakali, the destroyer of the universe (ibid., no 38),
treading on a corpse with a skirt of human hands as here, but
carrying the severed head of brahma in one of her four hands, the
corpses of Vishnu and siva in another, and devouring corpses with a
third, in addition of course to her sword.

Whatever her precise designation, the purpose of the painting
seems clear, the contrast between creation and destruction. The
goddess is the agent of destruction just as the Matsya is the first
avatar of Vishnu as saviour of the world, in this case from the flood
that threatened to destroy it.

provenAnCe
arturo schwarz (b.1924), Milan
Private collection, europe

referenCes
dehejia, V., Devi the Great Goddess: Female Divinity in South Asian Art, smith-
sonian institution, Washington, 1999
Indian Miniature Paintings from the Arturo Schwarz and other private
Collections, Prahlad bubbar, London, 2007





36.  rAdhA And krishnA sheLter froM 
     rAin in A forest At night
      school of Purkhu
      kangra, cIrca 1825

opaque pigments and gold on paper, ink stamp in Persian on verso
11 by 9¾ in., 28 by 24.8 cm. painting
117/8 by 10½ in., 30.2 by 26.6 cm. folio

radha and krishna have left their bed of leaves in a grove and are
now sheltering from a storm. They stand upon a rock above a
rushing stream that the rain, descending in stair-rods, has caused
almost to flood. The sky is lit by flashes of lightning and above their
heads the white peacock raises his head to screech in pleasure at
the watery conditions. 

in earlier renditions of this scene, the pair shelter under krishna’s
raised cowherd’s cloak (e.g. randhawa, pl. xViii, fig. 74), but in
secular renditions of the same theme the prince and his beloved are
sheltered from the rain under a parasol held by their attendants
(ibid., fig. 77). in our version the yellow cloak is draped around both
their shoulders, one end is tucked under radha’s arm to hold it in
position, while she also holds a parasol above them. krishna stands
elegantly balanced, his left leg crossed over his right, looking down
lovingly at radha. The extreme width of his eye heightens this effect.
Underneath his crown is tied a turban cloth. krishna here is unusually
tall and powerfully built. radha is looking with a slight smile almost of
bemusement on her face at this vision of masculine beauty.

here the overall darkness of tonality and the dark dense woodland
scenery alight with spikes of starry blossoms in white, red and
mauve are all reminiscent of the Lambagraon Gitagovinda series of
1810-20 (archer, kangra, no. 67) and similar paintings (ibid., no. 68).
The overall colour scheme of orange and yellow highlights against
dark-blue-green forest scenery is the same in both.  goswamy and
Fischer, p. 725, have attributed this set to Purkhu of kangra and
there are some other very close resemblances between that set and
our painting. our krishna for example is virtually the same as the
central krishna in Krishna making love to all the gopis in the woods of
Vrindavan (ibid., fig. 7), and we note especially his large eye
extended back almost to his hairline. in that series too, the artist
shows a fondness for letting the outline of his women fall naturally
into triangular shapes, as can be seen in our radha. 

provenAnCe
Francesca galloway, London, 2011
Private collection, europe, 2011-18

pUbLished
Ivory and Painting, Francesca galloway, London 2011, p. 94, no. 33

referenCes
archer, W.g., Indian Paintings from the Punjab Hills, London, new york and
delhi, 1973
goswamy, b.n., and Fischer, e., ‘Purkhu of kangra’ in beach, M.c., Fischer,
e., and goswamy, b.n., Masters of Indian Painting, Zurich, 2011
randhawa, M.s., Kangra Paintings on Love, new delhi, 1962





37.  portrAit of sir ChArLes MetCALfe
      delhI, cIrca 1825

opaque watercolour with gold on paper, black border 
with gold banding
9¼ by 6¾ in., 23.5 by 17 cm. painting
115/8 by 9 in., 29.5 by 23 cm. folio

charles Theophilus Metcalfe, 1st baron Metcalfe, g.c.b., P.c. (1785-
1846) was twice the east india company’s resident at the delhi
court, in 1811-19 and 1825-28. he is shown here wearing the official
dress of the political service of the company with his dark blue
frock coat and a bicorn hat. he stands on a white terrace with trees
behind. he holds the staff of office carried by all important court
officials, which also appears in a durbar portrait in the cincinnati
Museum, showing him in attendance on the emperor akbar ii and
his court (dalrymple & sharma, no. 32), where he has exchanged his
boots for white slippers worn over his stockinged feet. The simple
background here is typical of delhi portraits from the 1820s-30s.

Metcalfe had already had a glittering career in india, being first one
of Wellesley’s young men, before being appointed political assistant
to Lord Lake when taking over delhi in 1803 as a result of the
second anglo-Maratha war. in 1809 he negotiated a treaty with
Maharaja ranjit singh guaranteeing the independence of the sikh
states between the sutlej and the Jumna. he much impressed Lord
hastings, governor-general 1813-23, when he met him in delhi in
1815. in between his delhi appointments he was successively
secretary to the political and secret department in calcutta and
then resident in hyderabad to the nizam, where he sorted out the
Palmer banking scandal. 

insCriptions
on verso in nasta’liq and nagari:
tasvir-i muntazam al-daulah charlis safalis mistar mitkalf sahib
bahadur saulat jang
‘Painting of Muntazam al-daulah charles Theophilus, Mr. Metcalfe
sahib bahadur saulat Jang’

provenAnCe
christie’s, London, 28 June 1973, lot 148
Paul F. Walter (1935-2016), new york, 1973-2017

pUbLished
dalrymple, W., and sharma, y., Princes and Painters in Mughal Delhi,
1707-1857, new york, 2012, p.116, no. 37
Pal, P., and dehejia, V., From Merchants to Emperors – British artists
and India 1757-1930, ithaca and London, 1986, fig. 155

referenCes
dalrymple, W., and sharma, y., Princes and Painters in Mughal Delhi, 1707-
1857, new york, 2012







38.  MAhArAnA bhiM singh, his heir 
      jAvAn singh And nobLes
      Mewar, 1825-30

opaque pigments and gold on paper
10¼ by 153/8 in., 26 by 39 cm. painting
11¾ by 17 in., 30 by 43 cm. folio

Manarana bhim singh of Mewar (r. 1778-1828) accompanied by his
son kunwar Jawan singh (b.1800, r.1828-38) stand facing three
nobles: the boy kunwar Mokam singh, rawal gaj singh and kunwar
ratan singh. The visitors seem to be wearing rathor turbans. Two
attendants with chowries stand behind the rana and his son, while
the visitors have attendants with morcchals. These subsidiary
figures protrude into the margin giving a three-dimensionality to
the otherwise flat composition. They all stand on a white ground
under a shamiana against a green background.

bhim singh had many sons but all but one predeceased him. his
eldest son amar singh died in 1818 making Jawan singh the heir. his
heavy beard suggests he is already well into his twenties, indicating
a date for the painting. For a painting of similar date showing him
enjoying music with nobles, see Topsfield, fig. 218.

insCriptions
in nagari above with the names of the participants and on the
reverse with Mewar inventory numbers (no. 62 of category 4, which
is devoted to bhim singh)

provenAnCe
sotheby’s, new york, 23 March 1995, lot 119
Private collection, new york, 1995-2018

referenCes
Topsfield, a., Court Painting at Udaipur: Art under the Patronage of the
Maharanas of Mewar, Zurich, 2002
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